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PONTANEOUS FIELD POTENTIALS IN THE GLOMERULI
F THE OLFACTORY BULB: THE LEADING ROLE

F JUXTAGLOMERULAR CELLS
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bstract—Field potentials recorded in the olfactory bulb glo-
erular layer (GL) are thought to result mainly from activa-

ion of mitral and tufted cells. The contribution of juxtaglo-
erular cells (JG) is unknown. We tested the hypothesis that

G are the main driving force to novel spontaneous glomer-
lar layer field potentials (sGLFPs), which were recorded in
at olfactory bulb slices maintained in an interface chamber.
e found that sGLFPs have comparable magnitudes, dura-

ions and frequencies both in standard horizontal slices,
here all layers with all cell types were present, and in iso-

ated GL slices, where only JG cells were preserved. Hence,
he impact of mitral and deep/medium tufted cells to sGLFPs
urned out to be minor. Therefore, we propose that the main
enerators of sGLFPs are JG neurons. We further explored
he mechanism of generation of sGLFPs using a neuronal
nsemble model comprising all types of cells associated with
single glomerulus. Random orientation and homogenous

istribution of dendrites in the glomerular neuropil along with
urrounding shell of cell bodies of JG neurons resulted in
ubstantial spatial restriction of the generated field potential.
he model predicts that less than 20% of sGLFP can spread
rom one glomerulus to an adjacent one. The contribution of
G cells to the total field in the center of the glomerulus is
stimated as �50% (�34% periglomerular and �16% external
ufted cells), whereas deep/medium tufted cells provide �39%
nd mitral cells only �10%. Occasionally, some sGLFPs re-

Correspondence to: S. Karnup, University of Maryland Medical School,
epartment of Physiology, 655 West Baltimore Street, Baltimore, MD
1201-1559, USA. Tel: �1-410-706-2657; fax: �1-410-706-8341.
-mail address: skarn001@umaryland.edu (S. Karnup).
bbreviations: ACSF, artificial cerebrospinal fluid; avgCCF, averaged
ross-correlation function; BIC, bicuculline; CCF, cross-correlation
unction; CNQX, 6-cyano-7-nitroquinoxaline-2,3-dione; D-AP5, D-(�)
-amino-5-phosphopentanoic acid; DIC, differential interference con-
rast; EEG, electroencephalogram/electroencephalographic; eFP,
voked field potential; EPL, external plexiform layer; ET, external
ufted; GCL, granule cell layer; GL, glomerular layer; IGL, isolated
lomerular layer; JG, juxtaglomerular; LLD, long-lasting depolariza-
ion; MCL, mitral cell layer; MOB, main olfactory bulb; M/T, mitral/
ufted; ON, olfactory nerve; ONL, olfactory nerve layer; PG, periglo-
erular; SA, short-axon; sACSF, sucrose-containing artificial cerebro-
S
pinal fluid; sGLFP, spontaneous glomerular layer field potential;
LLD, spontaneous long-lasting depolarization.

306-4522/06$30.00�0.00 © 2006 IBRO. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reser
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orded in adjacent or remote glomeruli were cross-correlated,
uggesting involvement of interglomerular communication in
nformation coding. These results demonstrate a leading role of
G cells in activation of the main olfactory bulb (MOB) func-
ional modules. Finally, we hypothesize that the GL is not a set
f independent modules, but it represents a subsystem in the
OB network, which can perform initial processing of odors.
2006 IBRO. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

ey words: electrogenesis, slices, glomerular layer, closed
eld, model.

ield potentials recorded in brain tissue are generated by
ummation of electrical fields’ f neuronal dipoles (Lorente
e Nó, 1947; Buresh et al., 1962; Hubbard et al., 1969;
uselnikov, 1976; Karnup, 1980, 1982). Synchronous fluc-

uations of electrical charges on similarly oriented ends of
ipoles, for instance in apical dendrites of pyramidal cells

n the hippocampus or neocortex, result in electroencepha-
ographic (EEG) waves. In brain structures, lacking com-
arable orientation of neuronal dipoles or constructed of
uadrupole-like multipolar neurons, a distinctive EEG can-
ot be recorded (Buresh et al., 1962; Guselnikov, 1976). In

ayered structures, such as the hippocampus and neocor-
ex, current source density analysis can determine where
he majority of synchronously depolarized neuronal com-
artments are located (for a review, see Mitzdorf, 1985).
n active zone (in which neurons are depolarized by ionic
urrent influx, hence the extracellular potential is negative)
nd a passive zone (with a phase reversal of the extracel-

ular field due to the dipolar properties of cells) are referred
o as the sink and source, respectively. In such structures,
he sink is readily revealed upon orthodromic stimulation
esulting in a synchronized excitatory synaptic input
Lambert et al., 1991; Aroniadou and Keller, 1993; Kandel
nd Buzsaki, 1997). Similar observations have been made

n the main olfactory bulb (MOB) (Aroniadou-Anderjaska
t al., 1999). This structure is stratified and has five main

ayers (from the surface to depth): olfactory nerve layer
ONL), glomerular layer (GL), external plexiform layer
EPL), mitral cell layer (MCL) and granule cell layer (GCL).
he olfactory nerve (ON) establishes synaptic contacts
xclusively in the GL, in the neuropil of spherical structures
bout 100–120 �m in diameter, which are referred to as
lomeruli. In rat, each glomerulus in vivo comprises the
pical dendritic tufts of 13–25 mitral cells, of about 25–50
edium and deep tufted cells and dendrites of 1500–2000

uxtaglomerular (JG) cells (Allison, 1953; Meisami and

afari, 1981; Frazier and Brunjes, 1988; Royet et al., 1988;

ved.
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hipley et al., 1996; Royet et al., 1998). Cell bodies of JG
eurons surround the glomerular neuropil, thus constitut-

ng a structural and a functional module (Fig. 1A). A con-
picuous feature of the MOB is that the dendrites of all
eurons that have been described so far, possess both
ostsynaptic and presynaptic loci; therefore, dendro-
endritic synaptic interactions provide the majority of inter-
euronal communications within the bulb (Pinching and
owell, 1971a; Isaacson, 1999; Isaacson and Strowbridge,
998; Sassoe-Pognetto and Ottesen, 2000; Schoppa and
rban, 2003). Despite their key position in the pathway of

ransmission of odor information to the brain, the role of JG
ells is poorly understood. JG cells comprise three mor-
hologically different kinds of neurons: periglomerular
PG), external tufted (ET) and short-axon (SA) cells. The

ig. 1. (A) Scheme of olfactory bulb layers. Dashed circles in the GL
ndicate the border between the glomerular neuropil and the surround-
ng shell of JG cell bodies. In the left glomerulus only dendrites of JG
ells arborizing within the glomerular core are shown. In the central
lomerulus only dendritic arborizations of M/T cells are shown. Sec-
ndary dendrites of tufted cells and lateral dendrites of mitral cells

n the EPL are curtailed. (B–D) Olfactory bulb slice preparations.
B) Horizontal slice of the MOB. (C) Isolated segment of the GL from

horizontal slice. Recordings were performed from GL sites free of
djacent EPL. (D) Tangential slice of GL�ONL made from the medial
lade of the MOB (GL on the upper surface with ONL underneath).
ecordings were performed from sites free of EPL remains.
rimary dendrites of PG and ET cells converge toward the i
enter of the glomerulus, resulting in roughly radial symme-
ry of the module. In contrast, SA cells do not belong to any
articular glomerulus—their dendrites and axons are arbi-
rary directed and randomly distributed in the extraglo-
erular space—so they are in position to provide interglo-
erular interactions (Aungst et al., 2003). The primary
endrites of each PG, ET, tufted and mitral cell are affili-
ted with a single glomerulus (with few exceptions; Shipley
t al., 1996). Dendritic arborizations of such a cellular
nsemble constitute the glomerular core (neuropil) with an
ssentially homogenous density (Pinching and Powell,
971b). Cell bodies of mitral cells are located in the MCL
bout 200–300 �m away from their tufts, thus forming

arge dipole moments. Deep and medium tufted cells have
horter primary dendritic shafts, which are often oriented
bliquely in various directions (Macrides and Schneider,
982). In contrast, mitral/tufted (M/T) cells have long lateral
endrites in the EPL, extending up to 1 mm (Fig. 1A and
ig. 6). Thus, a sub-population of M/T neurons, whose
pical dendrites are affiliated with a single glomerulus,
reates a very local concentrated sink and a broadly dis-
ributed source. When the ON is stimulated a number of
lomeruli are simultaneously activated, resulting in a pro-
ounced sink in the GL and a corresponding source in the
CL and the lower EPL (Aroniadou-Anderjaska et al.,
999). Thus, the current viewpoint is that the sink in the GL

s generated primarily by synchronous depolarization of
itral and tufted cell tufts, whereas the impact of JG cells

s negligible because they do not have large dipole mo-
ents and they are not oriented parallel to each other

Mori, 1987; Shipley et al., 1996). Hence, their synaptic
urrents were considered unlikely to contribute signifi-
antly to local field potentials (Rall and Shepherd, 1968).

In the present study, we show that spontaneous field
otentials can be recorded without any stimulation in acute
OB slices in normal artificial cerebrospinal fluid (ACSF).
urthermore, spontaneous field potentials of comparable am-
litude and duration can also be recorded in slices containing
nly the GL. Therefore, a substantial part of these field po-

entials may be generated by the ensemble of JG cells. This
ypothesis is further supported by modeling the fields pro-
uced by the glomerular module. We assumed that an ex-

racellular field potential in the GL originates from the simul-
aneous depolarization of the majority of dendrites within the
lomerular core. The constructed electrostatic model was
ased on the basic anatomy of the olfactory bulb, where
ubsets of mitral, tufted and JG neuron types generated
lectrical fields in accordance with their known location and
orphology. Both experimental and simulated data strongly

uggest a preponderant contribution of JG cells to the total
lomerular field as compared with mitral and tufted cells.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

prague–Dawley rats (21–30 days old) of either sex were anesthe-
ized with chloral hydrate and decapitated in accordance with Insti-
utional Animal Care and Use Committee and NIH guidelines. Every
ffort was made to minimize the number of animals used and their
uffering. The olfactory bulbs were removed and immersed in the

ce-cold sucrose-containing artificial cerebrospinal fluid (sACSF) sat-
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rated with 95% O2 and 5% CO2 gas mixture (pH�7.4). The sACSF
ad the following composition in mM: 26 NaHCO3, 1 NaH2PO4, 2
Cl, 0.2 CaCl2, 5 MgSO4, 10 glucose, and 248 sucrose. Slices were
ut with a vibratome (OTS-4000, Electron Microscopy Sciences,
atfield, PA, USA). Three types of slice preparations were used. 1)
ontrol slices are conventional 400 �m horizontal slices parallel to

he bottom of the MOB (Fig. 1B). 2) Isolated segments of the GL were
xcised from a 400-�m- or 200-�m-thick horizontal slice (Fig. 1C); as
variation of the isolated GL in a few horizontal slices a longitudinal

ut in the EPL between GL and MCL was made. 3) Tangential
00-�m-thick slices made from the medial side of the MOB con-
ained the ONL and the GL (Fig. 1D). Immediately after preparation,
lices were placed for 15–20 min into a beaker containing normal
CSF at 30 °C for recovery. The ACSF was equilibrated with
5% O2–5% CO2 and had a composition in mM: 124 NaCl, 26
aHCO3, 3 KCl, 1.25 NaH2PO4, 2 CaCl2, 1.7 MgSO4, and 10 glu-
ose. For field potential recordings, slices were transferred to the

nterface chamber and left for 1 h for adaptation at 32 °C and
erfused at a rate of 2 ml/min with normal O2/CO2-equilibrated
CSF. A flow of the same humidified gas mixture was continuously
aintained above the slices. Unless otherwise stated, individual cells

rom all layers were recorded and filled with biocytin in the whole-cell
onfiguration in the submerged mode under visual control using
ifferential interference contrast (DIC) optics. The interface mode
avors the recording of high amplitude evoked and spontaneous field
otentials. However, we could conduct whole-cell recordings in the

nterface chamber only from mitral cells, but did not succeed in blind
atching of JG cells, probably because they have small size and are

oosely packed. In contrast, whole-cell recordings from JG cells un-
er visual control in the submerged mode were performed routinely,
ut in this configuration evoked field potentials (eFP) were greatly
ttenuated (compared with interface mode) and spontaneous field
otentials were undetectable.

Pipettes for extracellular and whole-cell microelectrodes were
ulled from borosilicate capillaries with an inner filament (1.5 mm
.d., Clark, Kent, UK) on a pipette puller (P-97, Sutter Instrument
ompany, Novato, CA, USA). The pipettes for field potential re-
ordings had a tip-width of 2 �m and they were filled with ACSF,
hich gave a DC-resistance of 3–5 M� in the bath solution. Field
otentials were obtained with DP-301 amplifiers (Warner Instru-
ent Corporation); the bandwidth of amplifiers during the record-

ng was set at 0.1 Hz–1 kHz. EFPs were obtained using GRASS
8800 stimulator (Astro-Med, West Warwick, RI, USA) and a
ipolar tungsten electrode (20 �m tip diameter). A site of stimu-

ation was located in the ONL 100–200 �m rostrally from a re-
orded glomerulus. Whole-cell recordings were obtained with an
xopatch 200B amplifier (Axon Instruments) with a low-pass filter
et at 2 kHz. The pipettes for whole-cell configuration were filled
ith the intracellular solution containing (mM): 144 K-gluconate,
NaCl, 2 MgCl2, 10 Hepes, 0.2 EGTA, 3 Mg2-ATP, 0.3 Na2-GTP

nd 0.2% biocytin hydrochloride (270 mOsm, pH 7.3) which gave
–8 M� DC-resistance in the bath solution.

Data acquisition was performed with DigiData1200 A/D interface
nd pClamp8 software (both Axon Instruments, Foster City, CA,
SA). Data were stored on the hard disk of the computer for off-line
nalysis.

All drugs were obtained from Tocris Cookson (Ellisville, MO,
SA) (AMPA receptor blocker 6-cyano-7-nitroquinoxaline-2,3-
ione (CNQX); NMDA receptor blocker D-(�)-2-amino-5-phos-
hopentanoic acid (D-AP5); GABAA receptor blocker bicuculline
BIC) methochloride).

Data analysis was performed with the Clampfit-8 (Axon In-
truments), Origin-6 (Microcal Software Inc., Northampton, MA,
SA) and MiniAnalysis (Synaptosoft Inc., Decatur, GA, USA)
oftware packages. The amplitude of the sGLFP was measured
rom the onset to the peak; duration at half the amplitude is
eferred to as sGLFP half-width; rise time was measured from

0% to 90%, and 90% to 10% decay time was extrapolated by one a
xponential fit. Data, expressed as mean�S.D., were statistically
nalyzed with the one-way ANOVA test with the significance level
et to P�0.05. Cross-correlation between paired traces of field
otentials was calculated with custom-made software over 4 s-long
ragments. The calculated cross-correlogram was then normalized
y the square root of the product of the autocorrelogram values of
he two traces at zero lag time, so the cross-correlation function
CCF) was independent of actual amplitudes in the traces. Then
ndividual CCFs built for a row of successive sweeps were aver-
ged and �5% confidence level was calculated for averaged
ross-correlation function (avgCCF).

Development of biocytin-filled neurons has been described
lsewhere (Hayar et al., 2004a,b) and their reconstruction under
he light microscope was performed with Neurolucida software
MicroBrightField, Colchester, VT, USA). To estimate how many
G and tufted cells are bound to an average glomerulus, a set of
ve acute slices was fixed after 1–2 h of incubation, then each
lice was cut to 60 �m-thick sections and mature neurons were
evealed with the antibody NeuN. In a selected segment of the
edial blade (Fig. 8I)(approximately 2/3 of the OB length, similar

o that of a dissected segment in Fig. 2B) all well-stained cells in
he GL and EPL were counted; poorly labeled cells were dis-
arded as they could be either cells degrading in the course of
ncubation or immature neurons developing from progenitors mi-
rating into GL through EPL from the rostral migratory stream.
fter 3D-reconstruction of the segment, we calculated the num-
ers of JG and tufted cells per one glomerulus in a given slice, and
hen we averaged these numbers over all slices.

To reconstruct the spatial distribution of field potentials gen-
rated by a unitary structural module, we designed a mathemat-

cal model comprising 280 JG (�230 PG�50 ET) cells, 50 tufted
ells and 10 mitral cells based on counts of NeuN-labeled neu-
ons. The calculations were based on the assumption that during
epolarization, the intraglomerular neuropil bears a uniformly dis-
ributed extracellular negative charge, whereas the soma along
ith secondary (in tufted cells) or lateral (in mitral cells) dendrites
reates an equal positive extracellular charge. The charges of
ach cell were then divided by 200 (arbitrary chosen number of a
nitary charge fragments) and distributed along corresponding
endrites. Synaptic density and degree of synaptic activation
ithin the neuropil was presumed constant for all cells. Since a JG
ell was assumed to have only primary dendrites arborizing in the
lomerular core, all the JG cell positive charge was concentrated
t the soma. It was also assumed that a mitral, tufted and ET cell
as two times more extensive intraglomerular dendritic arbor than
hat of a PG cell (see Table 2). Thus, a negative intraglomerular
harge per mitral, tufted or ET cell is twice as big as that of a PG
ell; as a consequence, secondary dendrites in a tufted cell and
ateral dendrites in a mitral cell and soma in an ET cell bear
ositive charges twice that of a PG soma. The combined negative
harge of intraglomerular dendrites from all neurons was evenly
istributed within the neuropil resulting in a localized sink of the
odule. The combined positive charge of all PG cell bodies was
venly distributed over the glomerular shell. The combined posi-
ive charge of ET cells was distributed over the lower hemisphere
f the glomerular shell. The combined positive charge of tufted
ells was distributed in the upper half of EPL within a slab of
00�400�100 �m in (x, y, z) directions, respectively, which gave
ise to a tufted cells’ scattered source; here we set the upper EPL
hickness at 100 �m (total EPL thickness is 200 �m, z axis),
econdary dendrites were randomly oriented within 400 �m
round the central point and the glomerular sphere was at the
enter on top of the slab. The combined positive charge of
itral cells was distributed in the analogous slab occupying the

ower half of the EPL with the dimensions 1000�1000�100 �m
nd gave rise to mitral cells’ scattered source; predominant

ocation of lateral dendrites in the lower EPL was based on

natomical data (Macrides and Schneider, 1982). The y dimen-
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ion of M-slab exceeded thickness of the slice (see Fig. 7B), but
his overestimation allowed better assessment of M-cells’ im-
act in the in vivo conditions. The inversion points between
egative and positive charges were set on the neuropil/shell
order. The electrostatic potential V�r�� at the space point r�

ig. 2. Spontaneous glomerular field potentials in two different co
mplitudes and time courses of spontaneous events. (C) eFPs in
ncremental rise of stimulus intensity from 10 to 100 �A (��10 �A
ast initial phase. (D) Averaged eFP in this site (n�10, stimulation
argest sGLFP (n�10, black line) display identical duration and ident
or sGLFP). Scales above are given for averaged eFP with its stan
eviation SD2 (right scale). Adjustment of the averaged sGLFP pea
ime course and different rise time (D, inset). Note difference in amp
t 100 �A in another slice and (F) averaged sGLFP from the same
hanges upon application of synaptic blockers. NMDA-receptor bloc
mplitudes in both sGLFP and eFP (slow phase) to a similar extent

n two different slices treated with BIC. Note occlusion of sGLFP b
utside the cell behaves according to the Coulomb’s law in the
ielectric medium with the dielectric constant � equal to that of
he physiological electrolyte solution:

qi

es (A and B). Insets show some individual sGLFPs. Note various
re comparable in their time course and amplitudes with sGLFPs.

llowed by rise in the eFP amplitude and gradual development of a
, green line) and an average of 10 sGLFPs exceeding 90% of the
ibutions of standard deviations (SD1 (red) for eFP and SD2 (brown)
viation SD1 (left scale) and for averaged sGLFP with its standard
ximum of a slow eFP to the same point reveals an identical decay
ling for sGLFP and eFP. (E) Averaged eFP (n�10) with stimulation

g site (n�10, 	90% of the maximal amplitude) display similarity in
5 shortened decay time and GABAA-receptor blocker BIC increased

verlapping eFP along with fragments of spontaneous field activity
d similar decay kinetics in eFP and the highest sGLFPs.
ntrol slic
the GL a
) was fo
at 30 �A
ical distr
dard de
k and ma
litude sca
recordin
ker D-AP
. (G, H) O
V(r�)��
i

��r� � r�i�
, where i�1, 2, . . . N (1)
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In Eq. (1) qi is the electrostatic charge at the point in space r�i

hich is a point on the cell membrane, |r��r�i| is the distance from
point r�i to a point r� in which the potential was measured. The sum

uns over all points r�i of all neurons present in the model thus
ollecting the total electrostatic field generated by all neurons at
he point r�. We calculated all potentials in arbitrary units and then
ormalized them to a maximum value of the total field potential,

.e. to the total field potential value at the center of the glomerulus.
he model field potentials were reported along the line, which
onnected centers of glomeruli in the GL in the plane parallel to
he olfactory bulb layers starting at the center of the glomerulus.

RESULTS

lomerular field potentials

xtracellular field potential recordings were made in
cute slices of the rat MOB. Three types of slices were
sed: (a) 400 �m thick horizontal slices of the MOB, which
re referred to as standard or control slices (Fig. 1B);
b) isolated GL strips made from the standard slice with a
ut at the GL–EPL border (Fig. 1C); (c) surface (tangential)
lices containing only a flat sheet of the GL and the ONL
Fig. 1D).

In conventional horizontal slices spontaneous glomer-
lar layer field potentials (sGLFP) represent irregular
vents (frequency�0.85�0.06 Hz, range 0.29–1.65 Hz) of
egative polarity (Fig. 2A, B). An event was considered a
GLFP if its amplitude exceeded 0.8 mV from its base, the
teepest slope of the rising phase was less than 0.03
V/ms, and its rise time (range 7–250 ms) was shorter

han its decay time (range 30–600 ms). Amplitude of the
oise was M�S.D.�0.0032�0.0139 mV (range �0.073–
.162 mV, n�33 recording sites). Despite qualitatively dis-
inct appearance, sGLFPs did not fit to a standardized
hape even in the same trace and no clusters were ob-
erved in individual scatter plots (Fig. 3A–D). Scatter plots
HalfWidth vs. Amplitude” and “DecayTime vs. RiseTime”
f pooled sGLFPs (n�14,933, 33 sites) in 20 control slices,
howed no correlation (correlation coefficients were 0.124
nd 0.264, respectively) or clustering (not shown). The
inetics of large sGLFPs were strikingly similar to that of
FP produced by stimulation of the ON, suggesting that
hey may involve a common mechanism. In the case
hown in Fig. 2D, the largest (	90% of maximal amplitude)
GLFPs and eFP evoked by moderate stimulation (up to
alf maximum) had identical durations, distributions of
tandard deviations and comparable amplitudes. How-
ver, the average sGLFP for this site had a much slower
ise time than the average eFP (105 and 9.8 ms, respec-
ively). The rapid rise time of the fast early phase of eFP is
ue to the synchronizing effect of the ON activation. Thus,
ll stimulus-synchronized cellular voltage changes, includ-

ng EPSPs and calcium spikes (McQuiston and Katz,
001), may contribute to this population event. The slower
inetics of the late eFP phase and sGLFP were probably
ue to a gradual engagement of postsynaptic neurons,
roducing an avalanche of intraglomerular transmitter re-

ease. The possibility of a common mechanism generating
oth the sGLFP and the late phase of eFP is supported by

he similarity of sGLFP and eFP decay course, by the a
cclusion of sGLFPs after eFP (Fig. 2G, H), and by the
eduction of the late eFP when the stimulus was given
uring largest sGLFP (not shown). When sGLFP was nor-
alized to the maximum of the late eFP phase and their
eaks were superimposed (Fig. 2D, inset), a mono-expo-
ential decay fit in these curves gave values of ��173 ms
nd ��192 ms for the averaged sGLFP and eFP, corre-
pondingly. However, pooled over other eight control
lices, the decay time constants of large (	80% of max)
GLFP and eFP were significantly different (P
0.05), show-

ng values of �GLFP�265�10 ms (S.D.�150, n�222) and

FP�233�9 ms (S.D.�139, n�217). This difference may
esult either from involvement of additional neurons upon
timulation with different intensities or from subsequent re-
ruitment of more neurons during the eFP decay. Blockade of
ABAA-R-mediated inhibition by BIC eliminated the differ-
nce between �GLFP and �FP (see below). ON stimulation
ould elicit eFP of much greater amplitude than that of largest
GLFP at the same site, which is probably due to synchro-
ized activation of many neighboring glomeruli upon electri-
al stimulation. In the case shown in Fig. 2, a maximal eFP
ould reach 4 mV (Fig. 2C), whereas the largest sGLFPs at
he same site were only �1.8 mV (Fig. 2D, black). On aver-
ge, the ratio sGLFPmax/eFPmax in horizontal slices in normal
CSF was 0.27�0.04 (n�16, one recording site per slice).

To test whether the same synaptic receptors are in-
olved in sGLFP and eFP formation, we blocked ionotropic
lutamatergic and GABAA receptors. Bath application of
ynaptic blockers led to similar changes in both sGLFP
nd slow phase of eFP (Fig. 2E, F). Blockade of NMDA
eceptors with 20 �M D-AP5 did not substantially change
he amplitude of either spontaneous or evoked events but
hortened their half-width by 30% and 17%, correspond-

ngly. This indicates that the slow late eFP phase is due to
MPA-R and NMDA-R activation; after NMDA-R blockade,

he late phase is apparently generated by multiple AMPA-
-mediated overlapping asynchronous events. This sug-
ests that a common mechanism produces both the late
hase of sGLFPs and eFP but not their initiation. Involve-
ent of recurrent inhibition in shaping these events was

ested by subsequent application of GABAA receptor an-
agonist BIC (10 �M). When GABAA-Rs were blocked, the
mplitude of the late eFP phase as well as that of sGLFP
ignificantly increased (36% and 32%, respectively;

0.05, n�5) but the early eFP amplitude was un-
hanged. After application of BIC, the sGLFPmax/eFPmax

atio was increased from 0.27�0.04 (n�16) to 0.51�0.11
n�5). In four slices treated with BIC, the decay time
onstants of eFP and sGLFP did not differ significantly,
howing values of �FP�242�12 ms (S.D.�168, n�186)
nd �GLFP�221�9 (S.D.�110, n�144), correspondingly.
his indicates that in the absence of inhibition similar neu-
onal populations are responsible for both evoked and
pontaneous field potentials.

Spontaneous GLFPs were not all-or-none events as
hey varied considerably in amplitude, duration and
hape (Fig. 3E–H). An averaged sGLFP in control slices
n�14933, measured in 33 sites, 20 slices) had an

mplitude of 0.29�0.21 mV (mode 0.146 mV, range
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.05–1.6 mV), duration measured at half-maximal am-
litude (half-width) of 139�82 ms (mode 105.7 ms,
ange 13– 666 ms), 10%–90% rise time of 86.6�46.4 ms
mode 38 ms, range 10–446 ms), decay time of 280�145
s (mode 106 ms, range 17–510 ms) (see Table 1, Fig. 3)
nd frequency of 0.85�0.06 Hz (range 0.29–1.65 Hz).
easured sGLFP parameters in all individual control re-

ordings did not create clusters (ex. Fig. 3A–D). Neither
ndividual (Fig. 3A–D), nor pooled data (n�14933, not

ig. 3. (A, B) Scatter plot for a single 10 min recording in a control sli
lice (n�200). (A, C) Half-width vs. amplitude, B, D, decay time vs.
echanism. Distributions of amplitudes (E), half-widths (F), 10% to

n�14,933).
hown) revealed correlation between the different mea- g
ured parameters such as “half-width vs. amplitude” and
decay time vs. rise time.”

Because of the complex architecture of the MOB, the
nterpretation of the sGLFPs requires an understanding of
he main generators of field fluctuations and spatial extent
f the produced fields. The first (commonly accepted) hy-
othesis tested was whether sGLFPs are produced exclu-
ively by synchronized activity of mitral cells. Three sets of
ata indicate that, to the contrary, sGLFPs are mainly

3); C and D, scatter plot for a single 10 min recording in a tangential
. Note poor correlation of parameters indicating lack of all-or-none
e times (G) and areas (H) of sGLFPs in control horizontal slices
ce (n�20
rise time
90% ris
enerated by other cells. First, multiple electrode record-
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ngs did not show any indication of spread of sGLFP into
PL and the sGLFP phase did not reverse in the MCL,

ower EPL and even upper EPL (Fig. 4A). Second, in
lomerular strip preparations (Fig. 1C), sGLFP amplitudes
nd time course were similar to those recorded in horizon-
al slices (Fig. 4C; Table 1). Third, sGLFPs recorded from
he GL in surface slices (Fig. 1D) were comparable to
hose recorded in control slices (Table 1) and sometimes
ere even greater than average sGLFPs recorded in intact
orizontal slices (Fig. 4C, lower trace). Measurements of
GLFPs in glomerular strips and in surface slices were not
ignificantly different; therefore, these measurements were
ooled as those of isolated glomerular layer (IGL). Despite
omparable properties of sGFLP in horizontal slices and in
GL, they differed significantly (P
0.05; Table 1). Thus, ex-
eriments in which the GL was surgically isolated from the
CL/EPL resulted in two main findings. First, M/T cells do

ontribute, but only weakly, to sGLFP generation. Second,
itral and tufted cells are not the only types of neurons

esponsible for sGLFP generation. This suggests that JG
ells are the major contributors to sGLFPs in acute MOB
lices.

Next, we investigated whether sGLFPs are produced
ithin an individual glomerulus or whether they represent

he summation of fields from neighboring glomeruli, and
ow far the unitary sGLFP can propagate. Simultaneous
ecordings with one electrode placed in a glomerulus and
nother placed at a distance of �100 �m (in another
lomerulus or in the interglomerular space), generally did
ot show similarity of sGLFP patterns and there was no
ignificant cross-correlation (31 of 36, Fig. 4B). However,

n a few cases the CCF displayed a significant peak with a
hase lag, indicating a polysynaptic connection between
he two sites (five of 36, P
0.05) (Fig. 5A). In dual (n�12)
r triple recordings (n�8) from adjacent glomeruli (micro-
lectrode distance 80–120 �m), there was a weak or no
ignificant cross-correlation between sGLFPs (Fig. 4B).
imultaneous recordings from three sites, either in the GL
long the line parallel to MOB layers or along an arbitrary
traight line in a surface slice, showed no evidence of a
ropagating excitatory wave. Precisely coinciding events,

able 1. Parameters of sGLFP in standard horizontal slices (HS) and
n slices of the IGL maintained in normal ACSF

GLFP parameter Mean�SD Min Max

mplitude HS [mV] 0.292�0.216 0.028 1.669
mplitude IGL [mV] 0.244�0.190 0.033 1.325
ise time HS [ms] 86.62�46.44 10 446
ise time IGL [ms] 92.43�47.98 8.2 367
ecay time HS [ms] 280.05�145.37 16.9 510
ecay time IGL [ms] 239.79�122.68 13.5 401
rea HS [mV ms]a 56.12�47.02 5 330
rea IGL [mV ms]a 40.33�36.55 5 265
alfWidth HS [ms] 139.67�82.34 13.3 666
alfWidth IGL [ms] 130.03�70.07 20 535

Number of sGLFPs in HS was NHS�14,933 (33 recording sites), in
GL it was NIGL�5468 (nine recording sites): in all pairs means were
ignificantly different (P
0.05).
ndicating a spread of the field from the same generator,
i
t

ere observed only when electrodes were separated by
ess than 50 �m (n�5, Fig. 5B). Furthermore, dual recordings
rom the same glomerulus with inter-electrode distances of
0–40 �m inevitably demonstrated almost identical trains of
GLFPs and high correlation (cross-correlation coefficient
as in the range 0.54–0.84, n�6, not shown). This suggests

hat each sGLFP is generated within a single glomerulus
nd practically does not spread beyond the glomerulus bor-
er. This is consistent with the observation that sGLFPs
ere absent in the EPL just 20 �m below the GL (Fig. 4A).

orphological substrate of sGLFPs

he spatial distribution of field potentials generated by a
nitary structural (“glomerular”) module was analyzed using a
athematical model. In this model we used morphometric
ata obtained from biocytin labeled neurons (Table 2).
xamples of reconstructed cells and a reduced diagram of
orresponding current flows are illustrated in Fig. 6. The

ig. 4. (A) Simultaneous recordings from a glomerulus in GL (F1) and a
ite in EPL below (F2). Sites F1 and F2 are 60 �m apart, dashed lines
esignate boundaries of layers and the glomerulus. Note total absence of
field spread or reversal in F2. (B) Simultaneous recordings from two

djacent glomeruli in a tangential slice. Sites F1 and F2 are 80 �m apart,
ashed lines designate glomeruli (inset on the left). Note that even the

argest sGLFPs in one site do not induce noticeable fluctuations in the
ther site. Lack of significant peaks in CCF (inset on the right) confirms

ndependence of sGLFP occurrence in the two sites shown above. In this
CF the abscissa shows the average level (solid line, CCF�0) and
esignates time lags from �1 s to �1 s; vertical solid line (the ordinate) is

rom �0.1 to �0.1; horizontal dashed lines above and below the abscissa
esignate �95% confidence interval. (C) Traces of sGLFP in a control
orizontal slice (upper trace), in a stripe of isolated GL (middle trace),
nd in a tangential slice (lower trace). Somewhat lower sGLFP ampli-

udes in the glomerular strip are probably due to trauma while dissect-

ng a 200 �m stripe from a horizontal 400 �m thick slice. sGLFPs in
angential slices sometimes could exceed those in control slices.
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ean number of JG and tufted cells associated with one
lomerulus was estimated from calculations in five slices
reated with the antibody NeuN, which selectively labels
ature neurons. This resulted in a total of 57,474 GL-cells
nd 10,323 EPL-cells over 206 glomeruli. The average
ounts were 279.1�11.7 GL-cells and 49�3.8 EPL-cells
er one glomerulus. These numbers probably underesti-
ate the number of JG cells and overestimate the number
f tufted cells. First, about half of the neurons in the GL
ere not counted due to poor staining with NeuN probably
ecause of either degradation in the course of experiment
r the immature state of newly developing neurons
Coskun and Luskin, 2002; Fukushima et al., 2002; Winner
t al., 2002). Second, some EPL cells are local interneu-
ons with short dendrites (Hamilton et al., 2005), therefore

ig. 5. (A) Dual recording in a horizontal slice with an inter-electrode
istance of 100 �m. Dashed circles indicate position of glomeruli. The
veraged CCF (n�36) shows significant correlation between sites with
0 ms time lag, indicating polysynaptically mediated propagation of
xcitation. (B) Triple recording in a horizontal slice with an inter-
lectrode distances: F1–F2 and F2–F3 40 �m, F1–F3 60 �m. Note
tterly synchronous events, which are indicative of the field spread.
rrowheads designate bigger, presumably primary events; plus stands

or presumably secondary events resulting from a field spread; arrows
re pointed to slightly delayed sGLFP that could be initiated by primary
GLFP via interglomerular connections. The insets indicate positions
f extracellular electrodes, dashed circles designate corresponding
lomeruli; avgCCFs indicate passive propagation of the fields without
ime lags between the sites of recording. Note pronounced �3 Hz
atterns of background oscillations in F1 and F2 which also emerged

n CCFs.
he actual number of tufted cells per glomerulus is likely to e
e lower than in our count. A glomerulus is known to be
nnervated in vivo by approximately 25 mitral cells (Allison,
953; Frazier and Brunjes, 1988) or �13–14 mitral cells
25 M/T cells) (Royet et al., 1998). This number should be
ower in slices due to cell death during preparation and

aintenance of slices. Direct calculation of mitral cells in
euN-stained slices was unreliable as they were intermin-
led with granule cells embedded in the MCL. However,
e estimated the number of mitral cells as �10 per glo-
erulus. A similar number of 12 mitral cells (range 10–15)
as been obtained upon microinjection of a fluorescent dye
lexa-AM into a single glomerulus in a horizontal 400 �m

hick slice (Dr. Adam Puche, Department of Anatomy and
eurobiology, University of Maryland Medical School, per-
onal communication). Thus, for the model the numbers of
eurons innervating a glomerulus in a slice were taken as
80 JG, 50 tufted and 10 mitral cells. JG neurons with
ear-like soma and robust primary dendritic shafts (char-
cteristic to ET cells), and those with smaller round soma
nd relatively thin primary shafts (characteristic to PG
ells) can be discriminated in the submerged slice under
IC optics (Hayar et al., 2004b). Using cell counts within

he focal depth of 30–70 �m the ratio of ET to PG cells was
stimated as �0.2. Therefore the 280 JG cells in the model
ere composed from 230 PG and 50 ET cells. The 50 ET
ells were positioned in the deeper hemisphere of the glo-
erular shell, since earlier we found that they are located
redominantly in the lower GL where density of JG cells is
igher than in the upper GL (Fig. 6I) (Hayar et al., 2004a).

odeling of sGLFP

computer model with spatially distributed static charges,
as designed to estimate the propagation of the field
otential generated by the functional module. The spatial
rofile of the instantaneous (i.e. static) electric field was
ssessed in the plane parallel to OB layers. We have to
mphasize, that this model is a first approximation and a
ery simplified estimate of instantaneous voltage field profile
t its maximum regardless of its dynamics. Therefore, current
ow underlying generation of the field, intraglomerular
ompartmentalization and intracellular/extracellular con-
uctances were not considered. The model was designed
olely to roughly assess the relative contribution of different
ell types to the total field and to assess spatial profile of
hese contributions, but not to describe the process of field
eneration. The currents-based model would be substantially
ore complex and is the goal for future developments.

able 2. Morphometric data on intraglomerular dendritic arborization

arameter (M�SE) JG M/T
(n�11)a

PG
(n�15)

ET
(n�28)

otal length of dendrites
in the tuft (�m)

589�78 1308�185 1114�161

atio of a tuft area to its
glom area (%)

22�0.4 61.5�3.5 61.7�7.5

Characteristics of mitral and tufted cells were not significantly differ-

nt, therefore they were merged.
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It was assumed that all elements of a complex module
re synchronously activated to a maximum degree. Such
ctivation means depolarization of all dendrites of each cell
ithin the glomerular neuropil. Since JG cells and M/T cells
re differently organized within the module, we divided the
odule into two subunits representing JG and M/T cell pop-
lations (Fig. 7A, B). In the first subunit, JG cells had all
epolarized dendrites uniformly distributed in the core of the
phere (sink); cell bodies of PG cells were uniformly distrib-
ted around the surface of the sphere and cells bodies of ET

ig. 6. (A–E) Reconstructions of biocytin-labeled neurons having den
rimary dendrite (Den) within the glomerulus. (B) Two ET cells with the
lomerulus. (C) Superficial medium-tufted cell having long primary De
ens parallel to GL/EPL border. (D) Medium-tufted cell with the soma

F–H) Diagrams of current flow: (F) for a group of JG cells surround
esignates a glomerulus, thick lines are Dens and thin dashed lines ar
ources of M/T cells into a comparatively small sink in the glomerular c
lomerular shell and Dens give rise to a sink in the core. In the reconst
cale bars�100 �m in all drawings and on the photo. (I) photograph
eurons.
ells covered only the deeper half of the sphere (source) (Fig. f
A). Together, they composed a closed field because outside
f the sphere negative and positive charges mostly neutral-

zed each other (Fig. 7C, D). The spatial profile of the poten-
ial generated by a set of tufted cells was lower in maximal
mplitude but substantially broader than that of JG cells and
omewhat resembled the open field profile (Fig. 7D). The
ufts of tufted cells create a concentrated sink in the glomer-
lar core, which is only slightly neutralized by scattered so-
ata and secondary dendrites. Mitral cells create a similar,
lthough a much weaker field. Comparison of contributions

orization in a single glomerulus. (A) Three PG cells with a branching
in the glomerular shell and an extensive dendritic tuft occupying entire
ting with a tuft, cell body in the upper EPL and a few long secondary
e EPL. (E) Mitral cell with a tufted primary Den and long lateral Dens.
merulus, (G) for tufted cells, (H) for mitral cell. Here dashed circle
ns of currents. Note convergence of currents from broadly distributed
ontrast, somata of JG cells create a source distributed primarily in the
Ax stands for an axon; arrow in the ON shows rostro-caudal direction.
ment from 60 �m-thick section immunolabeled with NeuN for mature
dritic arb
somata

n termina
deep in th
ing a glo
e directio
ore. In c
ructions
of a frag
rom the three cell types shows an obvious preponderance of
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G cells in generating the total field (Fig. 7D). JG cells ac-
ount for about 50.5% of the maximum intraglomerular field
34.4% PG cells and 15.7% tufted cells), whereas tufted cells
ccount for �38.8% and mitral cells only for 10.4% of the
aximum sGLFP at the center of the glomerulus. At the
europil/shell border, the field drops to 30% of its magnitude

n the center. With the assumption that two adjacent glomeruli
re separated by only a monolayer of JG cell bodies
�10 �m, although in reality it may be two or three cells thick,

ig. 7. Modeling of spatial distribution of a glomerular field potential
unctional ensemble contribute differently in the entire field. (A) Glome
f JG cell bodies (blue); a segment of the glomerulus is removed to sho

n a single glomerulus (red ball); soma and secondary dendrites of tuft
lab) are uniformly distributed in the EPL. (C) Field potential profiles g
or contribution of PG and ET somata located in the glomerular sh
ompartments located in the EPL and MCL; M-tuft, T-tuft, ET-tuft an
orresponding cell types. Total field is the sum of all the above partial fiel
f all neuron types to the total field of the module; JG profile is the sum o
ith a �10 �m wall of cell bodies between two adjacent glomeruli;
rojection of the flattened glomerulus (colored oval); dashed circle beh
lomerular field is practically independent of glomerular deformation. V
middle), along the short axis (left) and along the long axis (right); hori
eld magnitude at the neuropil/shell border regardless of the glome
lomerulus in the plane parallel to the MOB layers. Partial field magn
ig. 7I), one can assess the portion of the field invading the n
djacent glomerulus as �20% and �8% of its maximum on
he border and in the center, correspondingly (Fig. 7F).
mportantly, the field propagating beyond the glomerulus
order is produced by M/T cells, whereas the JG field is
ompletely nullified at this point. Thus, the model predicts
hat in the intact OB or in the submerged conventional slice
here glomeruli have non-skewed spherical shape, field
otential deviations of up to �20% of the maximal ampli-
ude can result from passive spread of sGLFP from the

aginary partial modules that together constitute the whole structural
re with negatively charged dendritic neuropil (red) and the outer shell
. (B) Tufted and mitral cells concentrate tufts of their primary dendrites
green slab) as well as soma and lateral dendrites of mitral cells (blue
by different components of the entire module. PG-s and ET-s stand
and M-s/d designate impact of tufted and mitral somato-dendritic
re fields generated by intraglomerular dendritic arborizations of the

al dashed line indicates the core/shell border. (D) Separate contributions
ET profiles. Two central dashed lines designate neuropil/shell borders

line on the right indicates the center of adjacent glomerulus. (E) xy
val designates an original glomerular sphere. (F) Spatial profile of the
shed lines designate neuropil/shell border in the non-distorted sphere
shed line designates 30% of sGLFPmax and shows persistency of the
ormation. Distance on all plots is measured from the center of the
e normalized to the maximum of the total field.
. Two im
rular sphe
w its core
ed cells (
enerated
ell; T-s/d
d PG-d a
ds. Vertic
f PG and
dashed
ind the o
ertical da
zontal da
eighboring sphere.
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Our experiments were performed in slices maintained in
he interface chamber where all the original ensembles are
nevitably flattened. Distortion of the module is likely to cause
istortion of its field, for example increasing a component
ecorded at a distance. To estimate the effect of slice defor-
ation, both subunits of our model were squeezed in a
anner as it happens in the interface chamber. A spherical
lomerulus was transformed into an ovoid with the same
olume (Fig. 7E) and both slabs representing distributions of
/T secondary dendrites were squeezed in the same direc-

ion as the sphere (not shown), so that in the xz dimensions
plane of the flattened slice) size of all subunits increased
hereas they decreased in the y dimension. Calculation of

he field propagation after such flattening showed no change
n the potential magnitude at the border between glomeruli
Fig. 7F). Despite shortening the distance from the glomeru-
ar center to the periphery, the squeezed field profile along

axis completely neutralized the size change. On the other
and, elongation of the glomerulus in the xz dimensions was
ccompanied by a field profile extension, which in turn re-
ulted in maintaining the normal potential magnitude at the
lomerular border. Beyond the shell, the total field of the
hole module remained virtually independent of the glomer-
lar shape.

eceptors involved in sGLFP shaping

t is commonly recognized that field potentials result from
ynchronization of neurons in local microcircuits. Neuronal
ynchronization can be mediated by excitatory and inhib-
tory synaptic transmission. Therefore, we tested how
GLFPs are affected by blockers of synaptic transmission
n regular horizontal slices (n�5). Bath application of
0 �M D-AP5 (NMDA-receptor blocker) did not change
GLFP frequency or amplitude, but shortened the duration

ig. 8. Spontaneous population activity in the GL is mediated by AMPA
lockade. In a control horizontal slice NMDA receptor blockade by D-
acilitated field potential oscillations. Finally, AMPA-R blockade comple
nsets with an enlarged time scale.
f field events (Fig. 8). The application of 10 �M BIC (
GABAA-receptor blocker) caused on average a twofold
ncrease in the amplitude of sGLFPs and a more regular
ccurrence of sGLFPs (Table 3, Figs. 8, 9). Finally, 10 �M
NQX (AMPA-receptor blocker) completely and reversibly
uppressed spontaneous field activity. This finding sug-
ests that spontaneous local population activity is due to
MPA-receptor-mediated excitation within a glomerulus.
lthough feedforward as well as feedback inhibition can

rs and can be released from background inhibition by GABAA receptor
not change an average sGLFP pattern. GABAA-R blockade with BIC
ed off population activity. Events marked by asterisks are given in the

able 3. Effect of disinhibition on sGLFP

GLFP parameter Mean�SD Min Max

mplitude HS-Con [mV] 0.217�0.142 0.028 0.907
mplitude HS-Bic 0.424�0.300 0.005 1.547
mplitude IGL-Con [mV] 0.269�0.222 0.043 1.325
mplitude IGL-Bic 0.340�0.242 0.055 1.851
ise time HS-Con [ms] 96.27�53.67 10 409
ise time HS-Bic 117.04�54.97 4 376
ise time IGL-Con [ms] 86.22�43.32 8.2 363.01
ise time IGL-Bic 112.69�48.06 11.4 427.33
ecay time HS-Con [ms] 280.84�134.77 19.5 501
ecay time HS-Bic 293.34�135.47 22 601
ecay time IGL-Con [ms] 275.69�112.75 25.6 400.2
ecay time IGL-Bic 287.35�116.94 24.2 400.5
rea HS-Con [mV ms]a 43.19�34.54 5.01 197.34
rea HS-Bic 98.38�88.04 5 555.51
rea IGL-Con [mV ms]a 49.45�45.26 5 264.89
rea IGL-Bic 70.24�51.45 5.12 369.96
alfWidth HS-Con [ms] 141.15�91.48 22.02 665.92
alfWidth HS-Bic 169.96�98.46 16.65 713
alfWidth IGL-Con [ms] 141.85�73.97 20.04 535.22
alfWidth IGL-Bic 164.93�83.80 18.67 559.36

Horizontal slices (HS) and IGL were tested separately in normal
CSF (Con) and after application of 10 �M bicuculline. Calculations
ave been made for the same recording sites. Seven sites in HS and

our sites in IGL. In all pairs means were significantly different
recepto
AP5 did
P
0.05); NHS-Con�3757, NHS-Bic�4327, NIGL-Con�2706, NIGL-Bic�4610.
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xert a synchronizing effect on the excitatory network, this
id not seem to be true for sGLFP generation. GABAA-
eceptor blockade did not eliminate spontaneous popula-
ion events. Instead, it led to their facilitation and it in-
reased their regularity. Another function of inhibition is to
revent over-excitation in the network, i.e. to prevent epi-

eptiform activity. In the latter case, disinhibition can cause
otal mobilization of cells into highly synchronized dis-
harges. Application of 10 �M BIC led to a dramatic in-
rease in sGLFP amplitude (from 0.22�0.14 mV in control
o 0.42�0.3 mV in BIC) and an increase in average dura-
ion (width at half amplitude was 141�91 ms and 169�96
s in control and BIC, respectively; ncon�3757 and

bic�4227, seven sites in five slices) (Table 3). The fre-
uency of occurrence of sGLFPs was slightly increased
P
0.05, n�7) from 1.12�0.12 Hz in control to1.27�0.08 Hz
n BIC. This indicates that feedback inhibition in a glomerulus
urtails spread of AMPA-R-mediated excitation, but does not
etermine its periodicity.

Even upon disinhibition, sGLFPs had variable ampli-
ude, which implies involvement of different subsets of
eurons in successive events. Simultaneously recorded

ig. 9. sGLFPs in a dual recording show no synchrony either before
A) or after (B) BIC application. Insets show location of the recording
ites (distance �400 �m with three glomeruli in between) and the
veraged cross-correlograms for control conditions (left, n�29) and
pon disinhibition (right, n�30). A fragment of (B) marked by a hori-
ontal bar is expanded in C. Note no change in cross-correlation
espite a significant increase of sGLFP amplitude upon blockade of

nhibition.
airs of sGLFP trains did not show either enhanced syn- o
hrony or similarity after GABAA-R blockade (Fig. 9).
ence, disinhibition in the GL does not lead to involvement
f individual modules in global activity, but rather enhances
xcitatory ensemble features in each of them.

GLFP-to-long-lasting depolarization (LLD) relation

GLFPs may represent population events analogous to
itral cell spontaneous long-lasting depolarizations

sLLDs) (Carlson et al., 2000), which are also AMPA-R-
ependent and involve prolonged recurrent excitation of
endrites in the glomerular neuropil. sGLFPs may be pro-
uced by excitation of either JG cells or M/T cells or both.
ur results indicate that sGLFP generation occurs in the
bsence of M/T cell somata. However, in the intact system
he M/T population may play a leading role and subse-
uently recruit the JG cells into a common event. To test
his hypothesis, we investigated whether sGLFPs were
orrelated with sLLDs in mitral cells, which are thought to
eflect massive synchronous depolarization in the glomer-
lus. Whole-cell recording from a mitral cell (blind mode,
ormal ACSF) was performed simultaneously with a field
otential from a glomerulus containing the tuft of this mitral
ell. Correspondence between intracellular and field re-
ordings was established by the systematic presence of
ynchronized voltage deflections in both traces and the

ack of synchronized sGLFPs in adjacent glomeruli (in
ach field recording three electrodes were placed in three
eighboring glomeruli). In such dual recordings, every
LLD had a concomitant sGLFP (Fig. 10A). The ampli-
udes and shapes of these sGLFPs varied substantially,
ndicating that although a given mitral cell was involved in
very event, the constellation of neurons recruited in each
GLFP is variable (Fig. 10B). Individual sGLFP frequently
ad shorter rise time, shorter duration, earlier onset, and

ypically reached the peak earlier than simultaneously re-
orded sLLDs. With the reference point set at the sLLD onset

n three of five dual recordings, the onset of the averaged
GLFP preceded that of sLLD by �10 ms (Fig. 10C); in two
ther dual recordings, the difference in sGLFP and sLLD

nitiation was not distinctive (not shown). Furthermore, sLLD-
nduced mitral cell spikes were delayed on average by 50 ms
rom the sGLFP onset; therefore, spike-dependent glutamate
elease from mitral cell tuft at best could contribute to sGLFP
fter it reached 90%–100% of its peak (Fig. 10C). Spike-

riggered averaging of field potentials in two adjacent glomer-
li by first spikes of a burst in the mitral cell associated
ith one of these glomeruli (F2) also showed that firing
tarts at �90% of sGLFP peak and is delayed by 175 ms
elative to a corresponding cross-correlated sGLFP on-
et (Fig. 10D). Weaker cross-correlation M-to-F1 was
econdary and was likely due to F2-to-F1 interglomeru-

ar interaction (see below), which occurred with �50 ms
ime lag (Fig. 10D). This finding implies that M/T cells are
ot necessarily initiators of a population event, but on the
ontrary they may be either followers or equal participants
f an event. Thus, the relationship between sLLDs and
GLFPs is in agreement with the notion of self-sufficiency

f the JG ensemble in producing sGLFPs.
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nterglomerular communications

n accordance with conventional thinking that the glomeruli
re functionally isolated units, one would expect total lack
f correlation between sweeps recorded at distant sites.
owever, the recently discovered dense ramification of
trikingly long axons of “SA” cells (extending for more than
mm away from the soma) suggests the possibility of

ross-talk among remote glomeruli (Aungst et al., 2003).
ndeed, cross-correlation analysis of spontaneous field po-
entials from remotely-separated sites in the GL of a con-
rol slice occasionally indicated functional links. In paired

ig. 10. Simultaneous recordings of sLLDs in a mitral cell and sG
ntracellular (upper trace) and field activity (lower trace). Spikes of
ariability of sGLFP locked to sLLD and different kinetics of sGLFP
n�80). All sLLD onsets are set at the same time point (t�0). Note
mount of cells involved in successive sGLFP in a given glomerulus
LLD onset show 9.8 ms delay of sLLD upon initiation of sGLFP. (D
runcated) and simultaneous field potential recordings from adjace
aveform (STavg, n�50) obtained from this triple recording. Spikes
oncomitant waves at F1 and F2 sites were averaged. Note that in
hen STavgF2 reached 87% of its maximum; cross-correlation of m

or 100 ms relative to STavgF2.
races (n�16, control slices) recorded from points sepa- b
ated by one or more glomeruli, some CCF over succes-
ive 4 s sweeps displayed positive peaks around zero lag
ime (Fig. 11A). In these cases, both traces frequently had
rominent concomitant sGLFPs. Detailed analysis of indi-
idual pairs of such concomitant sGLFPs showed different
nset times and kinetic properties of events that were
pparently synchronous, thus ruling out passive field prop-
gation. For six of 16 paired traces, avgCCF (over n�50
weeps) revealed statistically significant correlation with a
eak located near zero lag time (Fig. 11B, Fig. 12K, L, N, O).
his cross-correlation between two trains was eliminated

m a glomerulus containing the mitral cell tuft. (A) Dual sweep of
ll are truncated. Insets with an expanded time scale demonstrate
pared with sLLD. (B) Overlapping sweeps with sLLD/sGLFP pairs
ifference between smallest and biggest sGLFP indicating different
raged sLLD and sGLFP (n�80) with the reference point set at the

neous firing of another mitral cell (high-passed at 1 kHz, spikes are
ruli (F1 and F2, distance 100 �m). (E) Spike-triggered averaged

l cell that were preceded by 1 s silence period were put at t�0 and
ll first spike of a cluster occurs 175 ms after sGLFP initiation in F2
spike clusters with sGLFP in F1 is weaker, and STavgF1 is delayed
LFPs fro
mitral ce
as com

10-fold d
. (C) Ave

) Sponta
nt glome
of mitra

mitral ce
y shuffling of the original recorded 4 s fragments in pairs.
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herefore, significant peaks in CCFs imply randomly oc-
urring functional links. In the other 10 pairs, deviations of
CFs did not exceed confidence levels (Fig. 12A–J). In a

ew CCFs (Fig. 12D, H, I, K, M), there was a small but
harp peak riding on a slow wave, which may indicate a
ortion of precisely synchronized PSPs resulting from
pontaneous common inputs. Such a cluster of synchro-
ous PSPs is also known as an “EEG quantum” (Groudis
t al., 1972; Karnup, 1980, 1982), which emerges from the
urrounding waveform when other field components are
ore loosely synchronized. In the pair of neurons (isolated
L stripe) depicted in Fig. 11C, the coefficient of cross-
orrelation upon BIC application increased from 0.068 to
.115 (both values are significant, P
0.05) with the peak
hift (����23 ms) unchanged. Since the magnitude of
ross-correlation does not depend on the amplitude of
scillations, but only on the degree of their coincidence,
his suggests that the elements providing interglomerular

ig. 11. Cross-correlation of sGLFPs. (A) Examples of CCF calculated
nd transient character of cross-correlation; recording sites were sepa
n�50 sweeps of 4 s) has a significant central peak shifted 20 ms to
onditions. (C) Averaged CCFs (n�200 sweeps of 4 s in each) for a du
istance 100 �m) showed �60% increase of cross-correlation upon a
f avgCCFs is shifted to the left for 25–30 ms indicating leadership of
5% confidence levels. Insets on the right illustrate location of the rec
inks (presumably SA cells) can be functionally active even h
n control conditions. Disinhibition results in either involve-
ent of some additional elements or facilitation of their

argets. We failed to obtain significant cross-correlation
etween sites separated by three or more glomeruli.

DISCUSSION

n this study, we have described for the first time field
otentials that are generated spontaneously in the GL in
lfactory bulb slices. These sGLFPs had variable shape
nd amplitude, and occurred at irregular intervals. They
ere mediated mostly by AMPA/kainate receptors and
ere enhanced during blockade of GABAA receptors.
hey persisted after removal of the MCL indicating that

hey were predominantly generated by GL neurons. Nev-
rtheless, they were correlated with mitral cell postsynaptic
LDs, suggesting the existence of a common generator.
e developed a mathematical model consistent with our

sweeps in a row of total 50 sweeps show high variability of waveforms
one glomerulus in a conventional horizontal slice. (B) Averaged CCF
ndicating functional interconnection between two glomeruli in control
ing in an isolated GL stripe from two adjacent glomeruli (interelectrode

of 20 �M BIC. Note that both in control and in BIC the central peak
nd (i.e. not reference) glomerulus. Horizontal dashed lines designate
tes.
over 4 s
rated by
the left i

al record
pplication
ypothesis that sGLFPs are generated mainly by JG cells.
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In the past decade, significant achievements have
een made in understanding odor coding in the olfactory
ystem. This is mostly due to the discovery of the spatial
spect of odor presentation, where different odors acti-
ated different combinations of glomeruli in the MOB
Johnson and Leon, 2000a,b; Linster et al., 2001; Luo and
atz, 2001; Mori, 2003; Wachowiak and Cohen, 2001). In
ontrast, the temporal aspect of odor coding is still poorly
nderstood. Field potential oscillations occur in the MOB

n vivo during odor presentation (Chapman et al., 1998;
letcher et al., 2005; Kay, 2003, 2005; Kashiwadani et al.,
999; Ketchum and Haberly, 1993; Lam et al., 2000; Laurent
t al., 1996; Neville and Haberly, 2003; Ravel et al., 2003).
he dynamics of a neuronal network response to an odor

s mainly associated with the delta or theta rhythms and
an be either the result of ongoing computation or it can
epresent a sequence of activity patterns (Friedrich, 2002;
aurent, 1999, 2002; Spors and Grinvald, 2002). For in-
tance, rhythmic excitation of mitral cells was found to be
oupled to the breathing cycle (theta range) during odor
resentation in rodents (Macrides and Chorover, 1972;
argrie and Schaefer, 2003; Cang and Isaacson, 2003).
echanisms, that underlie temporal dynamics of popula-

ion activity in the MOB, have been also studied in vitro.
endro-dendritic interactions between mitral and granule
ells in the EPL were proposed to produce slow waves of

ig. 12. Cross-correlation of spontaneous field potentials recorded i
ndicate the absence of significant cross-correlation. In the right colum
ashed lines in each plot designate confidence levels (��, P
0.01) ab

ag (��0). Hollow circles designate glomeruli separating recording site
D, H, I, K, M) may indicate a spontaneous synchronous common syn
xcitation in the MOB (Isaacson and Strowbridge, 1998; t
choppa et al., 1998). Recently, �-	 transient fast network
scillations were found to depend on both chemical and
lectrical synaptic transmission in mitral/granule cells
Friedman and Strowbridge, 2003; Lagier et al., 2004).

A surprising lack of published observations on spontane-
us field potentials in the GL in vitro is due to several reasons.
irst, most previous studies were performed in submerged
lices, where eFP were relatively small compared with those
ecorded in the interface mode, and spontaneous events
pparently were not detectable. Second, experiments in
lices in the interface mode were mostly focused on evoked
ctivity, and all inter-stimulus events were neglected. It is

mportant to note, that Leveteau and MacLeod (1966) were
he first who described odor-evoked field potentials in the
L in vivo and they suggested that these potentials origi-
ate in individual glomeruli. This observation allowed them
o introduce the notion of a “glomerular unit.”

Field potentials recorded in the GL were thought to be
roduced by the activity of many glomeruli with large
ipole-like M/T cells as main contributors. This point of
iew was developed for layered structures based on data
rom evoked responses. However, we provide here evi-
ence that in a spherical glomerular module spontane-
usly synchronized neurons can generate pronounced but
harply confined local field potentials. The first indication
or a lack of significant contribution from adjacent glomeruli

f remote glomeruli. Averaged CCFs in the left and middle columns
Fs show significant cross-correlation around zero time lag. Horizontal
elow the zero level (CCF�0). Vertical dashed lines indicate zero time

ircles). Sharp peaks at ��0 overriding slow waves in some avgCCFs
ut (ex. from the ON).
n pairs o
n avgCC
ove and b
o sGLFPs is that in disinhibited slices sGLFPs were reg-
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lar, although of variable amplitude. If waves from adjacent
lomeruli were detectable, a complex pattern of events
ould have been observed unless all glomeruli were syn-
hronized. However, disinhibition increased the amplitude
nd the regularity of sGLFPs, but did not increase the com-
lexity of a sGLFP train. Moreover, sGLFPs in adjacent glo-
eruli (distance �100 �m) often were not correlated.

To investigate the mechanism of sGLFP generation with
omputer simulation, we introduced two superimposed partial
odules: one sub-module constructed from only mitral cells,
edium-tufted and deep-tufted cells (Fig. 1A, glomerulus in

he center), and another sub-module composed exclu-
ively from JG cells (Fig. 1A, glomerulus on the left). In the
rst case, M/T somata as well as lateral dendrites of mitral
ells and secondary dendrites of tufted cells are distributed
n a broad area where dendrites extend up to 1–2 mm in
he EPL (Macrides and Schneider, 1982; Shipley et al.,
996). Excitatory neurons (i.e. M/T cells) do not establish
onventional synaptic contacts with each other, but they
an interact in the MOB via glutamate spillover both in the
lomerular core and in the EPL (Price and Powell, 1970;
inching and Powell, 1971b; Isaacson, 1999; Friedman
nd Strowbridge, 2000). Gap-junctions among intraglo-
erular M/T cell dendrites can also serve as a synchro-
izing mechanism for elements of the module (Kosaka and
osaka, 2004; Lowe, 2003; Migliore et al., 2005). Further-
ore, within a glomerulus ET cells are synchronized by
ultiple mechanisms including glutamate release from
N, glutamate spillover among dendrites, feedback inhibi-

ion and gap junctions (Hayar et al., 2005). Thus, in this
ub-module with spillover- and gap-junction-mediated in-
raglomerular recurrent excitation, one pole is located
ithin a sphere of �100 �m in diameter (recordable sink),
hereas another pole (scattered source) is not well-de-
ned and apparently cannot show a phase reversal. The
act that upon ON stimulation one can observe a depth
rofile of evoked potentials in the MOB as well as reversal
f the glomerular sink to the corresponding source in the
PL and MCL (Aroniadou-Anderjaska et al., 1997, 1999),
an be explained by concomitant excitation of a number of
odules resulting in activation of aligned sinks in the GL
nd occurrence of a parallel layer of sources in the MCL/

ow EPL.
In the other sub-module, all synchronously depolarized

endrites are located in the core of the glomerular neuropil
nd all the cell bodies surround the glomerulus. At first
lance, JG cells cannot generate recordable field poten-

ials as they are very short and lack parallel orientation.
owever, based on the notion of the closed field that is
reated by simultaneous depolarization of radially-oriented
endrites in a nuclear structure (Lorente de Nó, 1947), JG
ells are perfectly suited to produce a closed field. Our
econd sub-module is an ideal nucleus-like structure;
ence, we should expect a recordable field potential in its
ore. Even at a small distance from this sub-module, neg-
tive (core) and positive (shell) charges would be neutral-

zed and a field potential would be undetectable. In a real
ystem, both types of sub-modules are superimposed;

herefore, the combined field potential has features of both. i
f the above assumptions are correct, then (a) sGLFPs
hould be present in an isolated GL and (b) a fraction of
GLFPs can spread beyond glomerular outline in control
lices. The first implication of this proposed mechanism
as supported by our experimental results. To test the
econd implication and estimate the impact of different cell
ypes on the total field potential generated in a single
lomerulus, we used a computer modeling approach. The
uggested static model is the first approximation to un-
over the components of sGLFPs. Therefore, it gives only
rough estimate of sGLFP structure and it does not sim-

late the dynamic development of field potentials. How-
ver, it gives a snapshot of contributing components at the
eak of intraglomerular excitation, thus providing valuable

nformation about glomerular electrogenesis.
The electrostatic model for distribution of field poten-

ials, generated by many neuronal elements united via a
ommon glomerulus, confirms the above hypothesis and
ncovers the field profile of sGLFP. First, the model shows
hat JG cells alone are capable of generating a substantial
opulation event. Second, due to neutralization of opposite
harges outside of the glomerulus, the total JG impact is
xpressed predominantly within the glomerular core. Third,
itral cells contribute only a small fraction to the sponta-
eous field events (�10%). Fourth, since the extraglo-
erular potential can be up to 20% of the neuropil poten-

ial, it is possible that sGLFPs of small amplitude may be
roduced by an adjacent glomerulus.

Until recently, there was no evidence that olfactory
lomeruli communicate at long distances. However, we
ecently found that short axon cells, unlike what their name
mplies, had in fact long axons (	1 mm) innervating the GL
Aungst et al., 2003). These cells appeared to be glutama-
ergic because in a tangential slice, electrical stimulation of
hese neurons evoked excitatory responses that propagate
p to 10 glomerular distances. However, SA cells might not
e spontaneously active in slices and this could explain the

ack of cross-correlated sGLFPs at distances longer than
00–300 �m. Similarly, there was occasional cross-corre-

ation between spontaneous membrane potential oscilla-
ions in mitral cells with tufts in adjacent glomeruli and
omplete lack of synchrony at greater interglomerular dis-
ances (Schoppa and Westbrook, 2001).

The novel sGLFPs are analogous to events observed
n mitral cells during whole-cell recordings. Upon GABAA

eceptor blockade or NMDA bath application, mitral cells
re capable of producing sLLD (up to 1 s in duration) of the
embrane potential (Carlson et al., 2000; Schoppa and
estbrook, 2001). LLD corresponds to recurrent dendro-

endritic excitatory interactions among neurons affiliated
ith the same glomerulus. It is possible that synchronous
LDs in a group of cells with tightly interweaving dendrites
ight give rise to a population event recordable as a field
otential. In the absence of inhibition, the majority of M/T
nd JG neurons contribute to a field event giving rise to a
GLFP of maximum amplitude. However, sLLDs in the
ame cell have variable amplitude (Fig. 10 in Carlson et al.,
000; Fig. 2 in Schoppa and Westbrook, 2001), which
mplies that the number of neurons contributing to sLLD is
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ariable. This is in agreement with our finding that even in
isinhibited slices sGLFPs had variable amplitude. Our
nding that evoked saturated field potential is typically
reater than sGLFP even after BIC application, also sup-
orts the notion that not all neurons of the ensemble par-
icipate in sGLFPs, maintaining background level of syn-
hrony within the module. The observation that sGLFP
recedes sLLD in mitral cells suggests that mitral cells are
ollowers rather than initiators of population events. The
ost likely scenario is that mitral cells are activated when
critical number of glutamate-releasing neurons are al-

eady active. Such a triggering mechanism may be pro-
uced by synchronized spontaneously bursting ET cells of
he same glomerulus (Hayar et al., 2004a,b).

The number of dendrites of JG cells significantly ex-
eeds those of M/T cells in a glomerulus. Indeed, it was
stimated that in a slice �10 mitral cells, 50 tufted and 280
�230 PG�50 ET) JG cells have their dendrites in each
lomerulus. Thus, one can assess the M/T-to-JG ratio as
/4.6 and a ratio of their tufts as �1/2.75, which implies a
reater impact of JG cells (73%) as compared with M/T
ells (�27%) to sGLFP solely on the basis of morphology.
ur model has assessed the JG and M/T contribution as
1:1 (34.4% PG�15.7% ET��50% JG and 38.8%

ufted�10.4% mitral��50% M/T��50% of the maximum
eld value correspondingly). The lower actual impact of JG
ells is due to partial neutralization of their negative
harges in the neuropil by surrounding positive charges
Fig. 7C). Nevertheless, the impact of JG cells to the total
ntraglomerular field is substantial. Finally, in control slices
he frequency of sGLFP did not differ significantly from that
n the isolated GL, indicating that the GL contains all the
asic elements necessary to produce spontaneous popu-

ation events. This hypothesis is also supported by the
bility of ET and PG cells to generate calcium spikes,
hich provides more prolonged and powerful charge-

ransfer than a burst of fast sodium spikes (Hayar et al.,
004a; Murphy et al., 2005; McQuiston and Katz, 2001).
herefore, based on our experimental and theoretical re-
ults, we can conclude that M/T cells are not required for
he glomerular field potential to be initiated. In contrast, JG
ells seem to constitute the decisive elements of the func-
ional module.

Resolving the mechanism of intraglomerular electro-
enesis and interglomerular communication will enhance
ur understanding of the functional organization of the
euronal ensembles of the OB and may provide a useful

ool to study odor information processing in the olfactory
ulb. sGLFPs may play a significant role in temporal cod-

ng as a substrate for synchronization among modules
pon odor presentation. In addition, they can provide some
ackground level of excitation for the neuronal population
f the olfactory bulb. Based on the above and previous
esults (Aungst et al., 2003; Hayar et al., 2004a,b), we
ypothesize that the GL represents a subsystem of inter-
onnected modules that can serve as a band-pass odor
ntensity discriminator. In this case, sGLFPs continuously
reate spatially-distributed “white noise” in the glomerular

ap preventing detection of weak odors. Moreover, high
dor intensity can strongly excite a corresponding glomer-
lus and then result in widespread lateral interglomerular

nhibition mediated by SA cells (Aungst et al., 2003), which
liminates perception of all other odors but the prevailing
ne. At intermediate odor intensities, different patterns of
ctivated glomeruli can emerge from noisy sGLFP back-
round without being suppressed by lateral inhibition. This
llows discrimination of fine aromas or odor blends. The
act that activation of output neurons is delayed (�50–170
s) relative to intraglomerular activation and that interglo-
erular communication occurs in a shorter time window

tens of ms), indicates that output neurons are recruited for
nformation processing after an initial processing within the

L. This supports the hypothesis that the GL is critical for
nitial odor analysis.
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